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1. A chemist must prepaxe 540 milliliters of a chemical solution. It is to be made up
of 4 parts acid a.nd 5 pa,rts distilled water. If all pa,rts axe equal, then how much of
water should be used?

fMi.srER I

(a) 300 milliliter
(b) 240 milliliter
(c) 340 milliliter

(d) 200 milliliter

(e) 320 milliliter
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2. The monthly revenue of a certain company is given by E - 80Op - 7p2 , where p is
the price in dollars of the product the compa.ny manufactures. At what price will
the revenue be $10,000 if the price must be greater than $50?
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3. A compa.ny invests a total of $30, 000 of surplus funds at two annual rates of interest:

5% and 6t%. It wlshes an annual yield of no less than O]%. What is the least arnount

of money that the company must invest at the 6t% rate?

(a) at least $257t4.2s 5". Q # 1: ?4e C* 6**1
' (b) at least $25174.29

[] 1;:;:T;i:' 6+/" L r E|"(s,,,'"'--) 7' rL7"(s"'*o)

(e)atmosr$2754t.29 T Zr 2S?1q.21

4. Suppose a company offers you a sales position with your choice of two methods of
determining your yea^rly salary. The first method pays $35,000 plus a bonus of 3%

of your yearly sales. The second method pays a straight 5% commission on your

sales. Ifthe yearly sales is greater than $1,750,000, then which ofthe following
statements is Thue?

S-<- Q A t>, btr" 98
(a) Second method is better because early sales is greater tha^n $1,750,000 (mrrect)

(b) First method is better because ea.rly sales is greater than $1, 750, 000

(c) Both methods are equal

(d) First method is better because yearly sales less than $1,750,000

(e) Second method is better because yearly sales less tha,n $1,750,000
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5. A straight line has slope 3 and y-intercept (0, 1). Then which of the following
statement is WRONG.

' (r) The point (-2,-t) lies on the 1in". Sec Q Lt ; W tSsuo,**t)

(b) The point (-1, -2) lies on the line.

(c) The line is perpendicular to the line r * 3gr - 6 - 0

(d) The line intercepts the c-axis at o : -l
(e) The line is parallel to 3a - g + 2 :0

P"rt (-2,-ry r- 4.i, Y\\2>) c-= I
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The average daily cost, C, for a room at a city hospital has risen by $59.82 per year

for the yea,rs 1990 through 2000. If the average cost in 1996 was $1128.50, what is

an equation which describes the average cost during this decade, as a function of
the number of years, 7, since 1990?

(a) c -5e.82r +76s.5s s.2 Q il 11, P',n? 13{ G.**r)
(b) c:76e.587+5e.82
(.) 7: 5e.82C + 769.58

(d) 
": 

76e.58C + 59.82

(.) C:59.82r+ 1128.5
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7. In 2008, the stock in a computer hardware comparry traded for $37 per sha.re. How-
ever, the company was in trouble and the stock price dropped steadily, to $8 per

share in 2018. Then which of the following statement is TRUE?
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Which of the following lines are perpendicular

h,:3x +g - 4

h:x*6U:4

(a) $ ard {2

(b) (.2 afi, (.s

(c) (.s and la

(d) (t and ln

(e) (,2 and la

Jt-<- q* e3) p,ne il tss
(a) The stock price dropped an average of $2.90 per year 

-(correct)

(b) The stock price dropped an average of $3.90 per year

(c) The stock price increased an average of $2.90 per year.

(d) The stock price increased an average of $3.90 per year.

(e) The stock price remains constant an average of $2.90 per year.
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9. Suppose consumers will dema^nd 40 units of a product when the price is $12.75 per

unit a.nd 25 units when the price is $18.75 each. When 37 units are demanded, and
assuming that the demand equation is linear, then price per unit is

(a) $13.e5

(b) $13.00

(c) $14.e5

(d) $15.e5

(e) $12.e5

(a) 17000t + 255000

(b) 15ooo, + 255ooo

(c) 255000t + 17000

(d) 15' + 255000

(e) 255t + 155000

correct)

correct)
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10. A house purchased for $255,000 is expected to double in value in 15 years. Then a

linear equation that describes the house's value after I years is

ma >dSo-cru
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11. What axe the vertex and axis of symmetry of the parabola A : -a2 * 6c * 3?

(u)

(b)

(.)

(d)

(")
I

vertex is

vertex is

vertex is

vertex is

vertex is

ca, )!)

(3, 12); axis of symmetry is r - 3

(12, 3); axis of symmetry is s - 3

(3, 12); a.ris of symmetry is g - 3

(12,3); axis of symmetry is y : 3

(-3, 12); axis of symmetry is c :I
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12. The demand function for an applia,nce company's line of washing machines is

p : 300 - 5q, where p is the price (in dollars) per unit when g units a.re demanded

(per week) by consumers. Find the level of production that will ma:<imize the

manufacturer's total revenue, and determine this revenue.
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(a) 3Ounits; $4500maximum revenue Sce- Q A 3o, P,.fie lgt 6.**q
(b) 30 units; $5500 maximum revenue

(c) 35 units; $4500 maximum revenue

(d) 2Sunits; $4500maximum revenue

(e) 40 units; $6500 maximum revenue
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(a) -5
(o) ;
(c) o

(d) 2

(.) -2
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13. Given the system of Iinear equations

I zx-Y:1
l-r*ka:",

where ,t and c are real constants. Which of the following statements is Tiue?

9z< E* 3, P*te tS>_

(a)Foru:f,,":_1,syst"-hasinfinitelymanysolutions-(correct)

(b) For f :i, "- -|, svstem has no solutions

(d) For U +'i, "l -], ,rrt"- has infinitely ma,ny solutions

(e) For /r f i, "+ -|, ,vrt"* has no solutions

sAtY T-f :/^l|$^alti^.1 S,l^.,.t";hr'
-1 ltlL >o a" ,l 11zc =o
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14. The value of /c, where the following system

t3x+2y-2
l2x-ky:s,

has no solution is
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15. The rumber of solutions of the system

; +i,

fMAsrER I

correct)

is

I a2 +y2 -7
\r'-a':t, x-> z 'l t- W,rr

Itt" +t' = J
6

S.e
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ctJ(a) Four

(b) Three

(c) Two

(d) One

(e) No solution
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16. If one solution of the following system is x : L, U - |

| ,-u':O '-, Y o \-
\ ar+2y-5-0,,

Then the other solution is

255(a)c:9,y:-E

(b) ,- *,r:-l
497

(c) z- 2,A:-,
(d) "-1,U:-1
(e) c:0, U:0

V 0" <ofl -' { ='o

7tr+rt-3t-e:-o

?trU+s) -' t3? rs) = e
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17. Let p: 

1fuA+SO 
be the supply equation for a manufacturer's product, and suppose

the demand equation i, p - -r*1C * 65. Determine how the original equilibrium

price will be a.ffected if the company is given a government subsidy of $0.75 per unit.

S.c Qil23,, P"ne + t6T
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(a) the originat equilibrium price decreases by $0.35

(b) the original equilibrium price decreases by $0.70

(c) the original equilibrium price decreases by $0.30

(d) the original equilibrium price increases by $0.35

k?*s'icF

Ir -' tnu

(e) the originai equilibrium price increases by $0.70
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(correct)
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18. The solution of the following system

x*y*72-0
x-y-z-0
2x-By-62:0
3x*g*l3z--0

(a)s:-3r,A--4r,2:r
(b)r-4r,y:-4r,2:r
(c) o- -4r,y:-3r,2:r
(d) u - -3r,y:r, z: -4r
(.) ,:3r,A-4r, z:r
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19. The shaded region represents the feasible region in the following diagram is

described by

IMASTER I

Se.e €fl 23, Da-;y. i >ta.

\11

tt tY-L7 o

(u) g < 6, x*y -2> 0, 3r - 29)-12<0 (corect)

(b) r<6, 3a*5y-4>0, 4x-2Y+950
(") y< 6., 4x*4y -y>0, 0- Y*2> 0

(d) S<6, 3z*2y-8<0, 2x-4Y*5>0
(") g < 6, 4r*5y -5 < 0, 0 - 2Y+8> 0

20. Let r : A and a : B be the numbers of units of two different car models, a.nd

consider the following linear programming model:

Ma:rimize P - 7x * 29 subject to

( r>O
Lzo
I zr+u <80
ler+s<so
[ 5c+y < 70, ThenA*B:

$"-<. & +rZ PeS< fi 3cb

(a) 30

(b) 40

(c) 20

(d) 50

(e) 60
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C MASTER CODEOl CODEO2 CODEO3 CODEO4

1 A A. E,, D,, D"
2 A A," C" D," B,
3 A C" c.. B." B,,
4 A D, C" C," D,,
5 A 4," B, E, C"
6 A D,, C,, B,, E,
7 A C,. C" c" C,"
8 A A, E" E" B,"
o A D,, E, B. A,.
10 A C" C. B," C"
11 A D,, 8," D," c,"
12 A D," E," 8,, A,"
13 A D,, A,, A, E"
14 A A" C. D" E,"
15 A c," D,, E, D,
16 A D," D," D,. A.
1.7 A D" A," E, A,"
18 A D, A," B," D,,
19 A C" A,. D" E,
20 A D," C, c,, D,"


